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Stimulating interest in children is key to potty training success. Positive reinforcement gives children
pride and a sense of self-accomplishment. The third edition of this book has been completely
revised with 126 glossy stickers to catch children s attention. Motivate and reward children using the
126 stickers. Stickers are circles of one inch in diameter and each sticker has an image of different
potty related subjects - no repetition. You will find stickers with soap and towels (as reminders to
wash hands), toilet rolls, a variety of potty chairs, cute motivational sayings like "You can do it!" and
more. Many stickers even have toddler boys for children to imitate. The yellow chart included opens
up to hang like a calendar. After successful potty attempts, children are rewarded with a sticker to
place on the chart provided. Also included are a few ideas on what a parent or childcare provider
could discuss about each sticker, thus increasing communication between adult and child. Potty
training works when it's fun!
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I found Tracy Foote's "My Potty Reward Stickers for Boys" to be an excellent visual tool to help
motivate my son to want to go potty and feel good about himself and the whole process. We had
watched various potty training videos, sat on the potty reading books, even used role-playing with a
baby doll who wets and has her own potty when we started the training process. But not until we
used this booklet, did we see results that took off quickly.The booklet contains 126 stickers; at first I

wasn't sure if it would be enough stickers, but by the end, my son was doing very well with peeing in
the potty, and starting to poop in the potty as well. (With boys, pooping usually takes longer.) My
son had fun choosing a reward sticker whenever he successfully went potty; there are enough
pictures of the various potty training steps (e.g., sitting on the potty, wearing underwear, staying dry,
washing hands, etc.) to praise a well-done job. After a while, to increase motivation, we would give
our son an extra treat for completing an entire row or two (of 8-16 stickers); sometimes we'd use his
favorite-M&M's, other times we'd pull out a new inexpensive toy or book. What worked well for my
son was being able to visualize how many more blank circles he had to fill up with stickers in order
to complete a row and then get his reward.Could someone make their own chart with stickers?
Sure, but for those of us who are pressed for time, this booklet lays it all out for you in a nice, neat,
fun and easy to use format. It serves to stimulate, motivate, and provide positive reinforcement, all
at your fingertips, which was worth the money in my opinion.Another plus is that the author has
customized the system for not only boys, but girls too.
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